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 Welcoming February with a Fresh Breeze! 
 As we bid adieu to the blustery days of January, Visibly Clear Services strides into the new

month of February with a breath of fresh air.

 Embracing change, we've welcomed new team members and have bid farewell to some
familiar faces. Excited to kick off 2024 with a rejuvenated team, we're geared up to deliver

unmatched cleaning expertise to our cherished clients. 

Here's to a sparkling February and a year filled with excellence! 

Welcome

Welcome to the Dynamic Commercial Team at Visibly Clear Services!

We are thrilled to extend a warm welcome to our talented new additions to the
commercial team: Ana, Michelle, Karen, Tracey, Nicole, Shereen, Catrina, and Lisa! Your

arrival is a testament to the continued growth and success of our team, and we are excited
to have each of you on board.

As members of our vibrant and innovative team, you bring a wealth of skills, experience,
and fresh perspectives that will undoubtedly contribute to our collective success. The

commercial team plays a pivotal role in driving Visibly Clear Services forward, and we are
confident that your expertise will enhance our capabilities and further elevate our

services.

At Visibly Clear Services, we value collaboration, creativity, and a commitment to
excellence. As you embark on this exciting journey with us, we encourage you to embrace

the opportunities for learning, growth, and collaboration that our dynamic work
environment offers.

Feel free to reach out to your colleagues, managers, or anyone else in the Visibly Clear
Services family if you have any questions or need support. We are here to ensure your

integration into the team is seamless and enjoyable.  
Once again, welcome to Visibly Clear Services. Together, let's create a future filled with

success, innovation, and unparalleled service excellence!

For those who haven't met him yet, we're excited to introduce Darran Foster, our new
cleaning supervisor who joined us on January 2nd. Darran is adapting well to his role, and  

we look forward to him making the role his own.  Should you ever need to reach out to
Darran, feel free to contact him on the office mobile at 07495 372798.



2023 Overview

This month, we've rolled out cutting-edge
software across our entire staff, ushering in a new

era of efficiency and heightened safety during
scheduled cleans at your premises. While we did
encounter a few initial challenges (as is expected

with any ground-breaking technology), the results
are nothing short of extraordinary!

Introducing our innovative software, designed to
encapsulate your experience through a Geo

Fence. This means we can seamlessly monitor and
ensure the safety of our staff whenever they're on
your premises. Particularly beneficial for our lone

workers, this feature provides unparalleled
accuracy, guaranteeing peace of mind for both

our team and our clients.

At Visibly Clear Services, safety is not just a
priority; it's an absolute paramount. Experience

the future of client-centric, secure cleaning
services with our latest technological upgrade!
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Latest news!

Exciting News for Our Valued Clients!

Worried about identification? Fear not! Our dedicated staff

members are easily recognisable in their Visibly Clear

Services uniforms, ensuring a professional and secure

presence at all times.

That's why each team member is donned in a distinctive

uniform, ensuring easy recognition and approachability.
Our commitment to visibility goes beyond aesthetics; it
signifies our dedication to transparency, reliability, and

accountability. When you spot a Visibly Clear Services team
member in uniform, rest assured you're in the hands of a

qualified professional ready to deliver exceptional service.
 The next time you encounter a Visibly Clear Services team

member, notice the distinctive uniform—they're not just
dressed for the job; they're dressed for your peace of mind. 



In a groundbreaking partnership, P-Wave, a leading brand in urinal products, has been

chosen by the NHS to champion the crucial message of early cancer diagnosis through its

innovative urinal mats. These mats will feature a powerful message, "Blood in your pee?

Contact your GP practice," across thousands of men's toilets in various locations,

including pubs, restaurants, shops, hotels, sports stadiums, and workplaces throughout

England. The aim is to raise awareness about potential signs of bladder, kidney, or

prostate cancers. P-Wave's collaboration with the NHS ensures that this life-saving

information reaches men where it matters most. With recent survey findings revealing a

lack of awareness among men regarding this symptom, the partnership seeks to empower

individuals to take proactive steps for their health. Supported by compelling stories from

cancer survivors who were diagnosed early after noticing blood in their pee, this initiative

aligns with the NHS's mission to diagnose cancer at earlier stages. P-Wave Managing

Director, Dave Carson, expressed pride in contributing to this life-saving endeavor

through their urinal mats, providing a unique platform to encourage individuals to

promptly seek medical attention if they observe this warning sign. As the NHS continues

its commitment to diagnosing three quarters of all cancers at stage one or two by 2028,

this pioneering partnership with P-Wave represents a creative and effective approach to

disseminating crucial cancer awareness messages. We're delighted to share this exciting

news and extend heartfelt congratulations to P-Wave for this monumental recognition. 

As partners, we take pride in being associated with P-Wave and look forward to the

positive impact this collaboration will have on countless lives. Great job!
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Industry News!

Elevate the hygiene standards of your premises with P-Wave urinal mats – the pinnacle of
innovative urinal care. 

If you're keen on integrating these cutting-edge solutions into your space, reach out to us
at 01327 229868 or drop us an email at sales@visiblyclearservices.co.uk. 

Let Visibly Clear Services be your partner in maintaining a clean, fresh, and welcoming
environment!



As your exclusive supplier for Washroom and Hygiene solutions, we invite you to explore
our showroom at 8 Whittle Close, Drayton Fields Industrial Estate, Daventry, NN11 8RQ.

Immerse yourself in innovative solutions tailored to elevate your hygiene standards.

Can't make it in person? No worries! Take advantage of our convenient delivery service.
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 Showroom

Have you visited yet??



Choosing an all-in-one facilities provider is a strategic decision that promises
comprehensive and hassle-free management for your business. Opting for a single,

dedicated partner like Visibly Clear Services, offering complete service solutions including
contract cleaning, hygiene and washroom services, pest control, and grounds maintenance,

presents numerous advantages.

Firstly, convenience is paramount. Consolidating all these essential services under one
umbrella streamlines operations, saving you time and effort. With Visibly Clear Services as
your singular point of contact, coordination becomes seamless, allowing you to focus on

your core business without the complexities of managing multiple service providers.

Efficiency is another compelling reason to opt for an all-in-one solution. Our integrated
approach ensures that every facet of your facility's needs is addressed cohesively. From

maintaining a pristine environment through contract cleaning to ensuring hygiene
standards with washroom services, managing pest control issues, and nurturing outdoor

spaces with grounds maintenance – we've got it all covered.

Financial transparency is a significant benefit. With Visibly Clear Services, you receive one
consolidated invoice, simplifying the accounting process. This transparency not only

makes budgeting more straightforward but also allows for better cost control and resource
allocation.

Moreover, choosing a comprehensive service provider fosters a deeper understanding of
your facility's unique requirements. This holistic perspective enables us to tailor our

services to your specific needs, ensuring a more personalised and effective approach.

In summary, by selecting Visibly Clear Services as your all-in-one facilities provider, you
gain the convenience of consolidated services, operational efficiency, financial

transparency, and a partner who comprehensively understands and addresses all your
facility management needs. Experience the ease of managing your facility with one

company, one invoice – choose Visibly Clear Services for a seamless and efficient solution.
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What makes an all-in-one facilities
company the preferred choice? 
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Before and After Transformations

Embarking on a cleaning
transformation is like witnessing

magic unfold in real life. The power to
breathe new life into spaces,

restoring them to their pristine glory,
is both an art and a science. The
journey from before to after is
nothing short of remarkable,

capturing the essence of renewal and
transformation.

The satisfaction derived from
observing the stark contrast between

the initial state and the gleaming,
revitalised outcome is unparalleled.

Before and after photos serve as
visual testimonials to the dedication

and expertise invested in the
cleaning process. Each image tells a

story of meticulous care, attention to
detail, and the profound impact that

a thorough cleaning can have on a
space.

It's not merely about cleanliness; it's
about the profound change that a

well-executed cleaning regimen can
bring. From dull and worn to vibrant
and refreshed, the visual narrative of
a cleaning transformation resonates

with the joy of revitalisation.
Witnessing these transformations is a

testament to the transformative
power of cleanliness and the

immense satisfaction derived from
making spaces not just clean, but

Visibly Clean!


